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1 - Introduction

UniCoin is a community driven, charity focused DeFi project,
taking the myth and making legends.

Our team and community are here to create a lasting global
solution for donating to charities with cryptocurrency, for causes
that align with our highest personal and collective values. Our
most important values are our transparency, and of course our
radiant community.

As our mythical community grows so will our charitable
contributions. Our concept of giving does not end there. Sharing
is the very precept that our coin is based on, so we want to give
back to members of the UniCoin community as well. As well as
the portion of the transaction that goes back to hodlers, we have
a community wallet. We will offer weekly and monthly prizes to
the community for chances to win and share in the value of the
wallet.

Unicoins Ascend!
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5% charity wallet
2% burn
1% community giveaway wallet
5% Redistribution to holders
2% liquidity wallet

2 -Tokenomics and why UniCoin

Why shouldn't charitable people be rewarded?

At UniCoin we believe transparency is key to our success. We
will always keep the community members up to date whenever
anything happens. All community members can check, in real
time what's happening with the UniCoin wallets. 
Peace of mind for your investments!

We have a unique community wallet, 1% of all transactions go
back into this wallet. Our community, YOU,  then vote on how to
spend those tokens from competitions and lotteries to weekly
and monthly prizes. 
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The more we grow the more we give back. 5% of transaction
fees go into a wallet for charitable donations. Our intention is
to give to various charities starting off in areas such as
Children Charities, Animal Protection, LGBTQ, Environmental
Preservation and Access to Clean water. The ultimate goal
being to encourage and facilitate local charities in accepting
crypto donations.

3 - How does giving to Charity work

Each UniCoin token purchase redirects 5% of its value to the
UniCoin charity wallet. At the end of each month the
community votes to decide which charity receives the balance
of the charity wallet. At this point UniCoin is converted to
USDC and sent to the wallet of the charity of the month. 
Of course, voting is a choice that each community member
can make. You can always decide not to vote. We leave that in
your hands!
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4 - How does our community wallet work ?

Similar to the Charity wallet, each UniCoin token purchase
redirects 1% of its value to the UniCoin community wallet. At
the end of each month we vote on how to spend those tokens;
from competitions and lotteries to weekly and monthly prizes.
The winners receive an equal portion of the community wallet
balance to their TrustWallet or MetaMask wallet address. We
value transparency and choice, which is why we’d like the
community to vote. You can always decide not to vote. We
leave that in your hands!

5 - The Tech Bit
 

What happens on every transaction:

Every time UniCoin is transferred, whether this be to / from
Pancake swap, or from one wallet to another, 5% of the token
amount is taxed and re-distributed to token holders.

 2% of the token amount is burnt permanently from the supply.
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What happens when someone sells?

As well as the burn and re-distribute mechanisms, selling
UniCoin to Pancake Swap also triggers other events.

5% of the token amount is sold back to the Pancake Swap pair
and transferred to the donation wallet as BNB.

1% of the token amount is sold back to the Pancake Swap pair
and transferred to the community wallet as BNB.

1% of the token amount is sold back to the Pancake Swap pair,
this is then paired with another 1% of the token amount and
added as liquidity to the Pancake Swap pair.

#UNICOINASCENCION


